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On February 10-11, 2020, representatives from 23 organizations came together 

for a consultation on mission agency church engagement. Most representatives 

indicated that they currently serve in church engagement, relationship, or partnership 

roles. Additionally, a pastor from a local church also participated.  

The consultation had two facets: a missiological reflection on the Church and a 

conversation about practical realities in the past, present, and future as agencies strive 

to engage with local churches. The focus of the dialogue primarily centered on how 

agencies engage with North American churches rather than how agencies partner in 

ministry with local churches around the world. Representatives had the opportunity to 

share their experiences and learn from the wisdom of others. Through the consultation, 

the group identified principles for healthy church and agency partnerships.   
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Missiological Reflection on the Church 
According to theologian Samuel Escobar, missiology considers Christian 

missionary practices in missions by exploring “missionary facts from the perspectives of 

biblical sciences, theology, history and the social sciences.”1 Missiological reflections 

use a consultative process to encourage participants to look at issues within their 

organizations through the lenses of missiology and mission Dei, or the mission of God. 

While a missiological reflection or consultation does conclude with outcomes from the 

conversation, the process intends to inspire the organization toward a deeper 

connection with God’s heart as part of the organization’s ongoing journey. 

During this consultation, participants engaged in a missiological reflection on the 

topic, “Who is the Church?” and “What is the Church?” In particular, the reflection 

encouraged participants to contemplate how parachurch organizations fit into the 

picture of the body of Christ. Through robust dialogue, the participants noted that 

Christian mission organizations live in the tension of being part of the global Church and 

yet parachurch, or coming alongside, to local churches. This tension can create a 

tendency for agencies and churches to view one another through an “us vs. them” 

paradigm, rather than seeing one another as co-laborers within one body of Christ. At 

its worst, this perception can lead churches to view agencies as hungry for resources 

from churches without a willingness to give back. Meanwhile, agencies may view 

churches as a necessary evil to accomplish the mission God has given them.  

As a result, churches and agencies often assess one another based on 

assumptions. Agencies can take a first step in helping to tear down these preconceived 

notions by assuming a posture of humility and demonstrating a willingness to listen and 

learn first. Agencies can show an attitude of humility with churches by avoiding overly 

complicated missiological terminology, taking care with what their tone conveys, and 

showing consideration for the mission God has given to the church even when it does 

not align fully with the mission of the agency. When agencies listen well, they can 

identify areas of mutuality with churches. Over time, this can lead churches and 

agencies to build relationships based on trust and integrity.  

                                                        
1 Escobar, S. (2003). The new global mission: The Gospel from everywhere to everywhere, Downers Grove, IL: 
Intervarsity Press, p. 21.  
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Additionally, participants recognized that churches and agencies tend to have 

three forms of relating together: a) working independently from one another, b) working 

interdependently with one another, and c) working dependently on one another. While 

some churches have a marked preference for one form of relating, many church and 

agency relationships vary over time, requiring agencies to expect and embrace 

flexibility. Further, a one-size-fits-all approach does not work in light of today’s 

complexities. 

By exploring missiological questions about the Church, the participants came to 

the following conclusions about principles that should guide agency relationships with 

churches: 

• Agencies and churches should seek the guidance of the Holy Spirit in the 

development and maintenance of partnerships and remain committed to 

prayer about those relationships. 

• Agencies should assume a posture that allows them to build trust with and 

speak truth to churches, accompanying pastors with patience and 

compassion. This stance includes taking the time to understand the vision 

God has given the church in missions and recognizing the church’s 

realities and challenges. Agencies have an opportunity to not only minister 

alongside the Church but to minister to the Church.  

• At times, agencies have allowed a mindset of self-righteousness to creep 

into their perceptions of their relationships with churches. Recognizing that 

mindset enables agencies to go before the Lord in repentance and ask for 

a new heart toward His Church. 

• The relationship between agencies and churches will not be “one size fits 

all,” nor will it fit an idyllic notion of a relationship. Relationships inherently 

will take work, change over time, and may have messy or complex 

seasons. This reality should point us back to the need for guidance by the 

Holy Spirit and prayer.  
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The Partnership between Churches and Agencies 
Along with the missiological context within which mission agencies carry out their 

work, agencies have a historical context in their relationship with the North American 

Church and current strategies designed to engage churches in various stages of 

operation. As agencies explore these past and present realities together, it provides a 

foundation from which they can consider potential change and opportunity for the future.  

Historical Perspectives 
Most agencies did not start with an expectation that they would one day become 

a large organization. Some agencies started inside of a church, often with one or two 

couples coming together around a vision. Other agencies started separately from the 

church, seeing the need for a mission that churches did not recognize at the time. 

During the early years, when agencies were small, church engagement seemed more 

natural. However, as agencies grew, it became harder to maintain the relationships 

necessary to engage the church effectively. Agencies found that their best 

engagements took place between the “sent” individual and his or her sending 

church(es).  

Agencies frequently have separated the way that they think about engagement 

with local churches outside of North America from how they engage with North 

American churches. Outside of North America, agencies have focused on fulfilling 

needs expressed by the local church. Inside North America, agencies have sought local 

church involvement through churches identifying, sending, and caring for missionaries. 

Perhaps because of this dichotomy, agencies often have shown less intentionality in 

listening to the needs of North American churches, even though they would consider it 

inappropriate to take the same approach with churches outside of North America. At 

times, they have given in to the temptation to pursue their mission on their own rather 

than undertaking the more difficult work of building up North American churches or 

engaging North American churches in partnership in the work. 

Like many organizations, historically, agencies working on church engagement 

have tried to evaluate church relationships based on short-term ROI (return-on-

investment). Agencies often have felt an urgency in these relationships because of fears 

about scarcity or potential ministry contraction. However, a real partnership between 
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agencies and churches could not grow without a relationship, since authentic 

relationships need time, energy, and investment. This tension between urgency for 

results but the desire for relationships has plagued many agencies in the past.  

Additionally, agencies have found it difficult to communicate well with churches. 

Senior pastors have hectic schedules. Agencies have not had clarity about the right 

people to contact or the proper method to reach those people. Further, agencies have 

tended to fall back on language that speaks to them from a missions perspective, but 

that leaves local churches behind because of a lack of contextualization for their reality. 

Overall, agencies have found communication a challenge even at the best of times but 

have struggled even more when the information they need to convey seems challenging 

or less exciting. 

Despite these many historical challenges, agencies continue to hold a high value 

for the local church. Agencies desire to serve churches and want to adjust their 

language and behavior to contextualize appropriately for the needs of the church. These 

adjustments include paying attention to elements like pastors’ preferred communication 

styles and churches’ missions interests, making good use of agency resources in 

support of pastors and their churches.  

Current Efforts 
Today, agencies employ behaviors and activities to build relationships with 

churches and find some more effective than others. Participants indicated that churches 

engaged more when agencies provided the following: 

• An authentic relationship not based on a specific agenda but on genuine 

care and concern 

• Clear next steps when a church indicates readiness to partner 

• Clearly defined on-ramps with increasing resource commitments to allow 

for deepening of the relationship 

• A missionary lifecycle to help churches know their role in sending 

alongside the agency and the missionary 

• A toolbox of trusted, curated resources related to global missions 

• Church partner forums where pastors and the agency come together for 

listening sessions 
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• Appreciation for ministry partnership, such as thank-you calls, with no 

specific ask 

Agencies also noted that, financially, support within churches has grown recently 

because of individuals within churches rather than from the churches themselves. 

However, this support has come from a smaller number of individuals making more 

substantial financial gifts. At the same time, opportunities for individual missionaries to 

connect with churches has declined, while opportunities for agencies to connect 

corporately with churches seems on the increase.  

Alternatively, participants indicated that the following elements make agency 

church engagement more difficult: 

• Lack of clarity inside the agency and outside with external constituents, 

• Lack of priority for church engagement, 

• Inflexibility, 

• Isolation of church engagement responsibility to one person or department 

rather than a systematic approach, 

• Blaming the church or using us vs. them language about the church, and 

• Approaching the church with a transactional mentality, seeing the church 

solely as a cash cow with no consideration of the fit for a partnership. 

Participants also highlighted that regardless of the actions taken by agencies and 

churches, multiple external factors make the overall environment increasingly complex 

for church and agency partnership. Along with factors that one might anticipate in this 

category, such as political, economic, and social changes, participants shared that the 

busy-ness of modern society makes pastors more inaccessible and distracted, 

particularly as a growing number of pastors work bi- or tri-vocationally. Additionally, 

changing demographics in North America mean that agencies must reconsider their 

mental models about North American churches and respond to that diversity 

accordingly. 

Looking to the Future 
After reflecting on the past and present, participants explored how those 

learnings should impact agencies as they think about church and agency partnerships 

in the future.  
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Expand 

Participants indicated that some areas in current church and agency partnerships 

could benefit from expansion. For example, agencies have existing missionaries, staff, 

and volunteers that could receive additional equipping and training to participate in 

church engagement. Agencies also have knowledge and experience that they could 

package for use by local churches 

Regarding the church, agencies could invite more pastors to local ministry 

contexts and bring more local ministry contexts to churches. Agencies could find 

opportunities for churches to participate beyond praying, giving, and sending. Agencies 

also saw a potential benefit in creating more pastor events, engaging in more face-to-

face visits and personalizing technology, and improving the overall customer 

experience. 

Agencies also indicated a desire to increase their partnership with and support of 

other agencies. Participants expressed great interest in continuing to learn from one 

another and share knowledge. Additionally, participants noted that they saw potential in 

sharing the great illustrations and stories of other agencies when meeting with 

churches, embracing an abundance mentality concerning churches and their God-given 

resources.  

New Ways to Engage 

Participants also identified new ways that agencies could engage with churches, 

including the following opportunities: 

• Using Facebook for missions and church leader dialogue 

• Creating peer-to-peer cohorts 

• Connecting with middle school and high school-aged students 

• Celebrating with churches when they take steps of faith 

• Connecting churches with commonalities with one another  

• Coming alongside local church ministry as a bridge to global ministry by 

emphasizing transferable skills 

• Encouraging pastors to mobilize other pastors 
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• Emphasizing the involvement of the church within one’s agency, 

esteeming them in language and relationship 

• “Washing their feet” – finding ways to serve the church through short-term 

volunteer efforts 

Beyond these practical considerations, participants discussed the importance of 

paying more attention to the context within which agencies and churches serve. 

Agencies can uncover additional creative possibilities by looking at the realities 

surrounding the local churches with whom they relate. These realities may inform new 

ways for churches and agencies to partner together. 

Activities and Behaviors to Avoid 

Participants also suggested several actions and behaviors that agencies should 

avoid in church engagement. Three points stood out prominently as conclusions: a) a 

transactional mindset, b) the use of guilt motivation, and c) non-contextualized 

language, i.e., missiological terminology or missions agency jargon.  

Recommendations for Church/Agency Partnerships 
Based on the totality of the two days together, the following themes arose as 

recommendations for agencies who want to improve their church and agency 

partnerships. First, agencies must view church engagement as relational and not 

transactional. Second, agencies can benefit greatly by viewing churches through the 

lens of an abundance mentality. Third, agencies can serve churches to a greater 

capacity by considering how they can minister to churches and not just with churches.  

Relational and Not Transactional 
 

Over time, organizational relationships with churches have tended toward the 

transactional. For a variety of reasons, organizations often have focused on the 

resources that they need to accomplish their work and not about relationships or 

partnerships. This transactional focus has bred mistrust in the relationship, particularly 

for churches who do not feel seen and understood. 

Instead, organizations should seek relational partnerships with churches, 

recognizing that churches have God-given strategies and exploring relationships where 
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the organization and the church have overlap in their vision. Authentic relationships that 

build trust will take time, so organizations must enter into this process committed for the 

long haul rather than seeking short-term results. When organizations and churches 

come together with a shared vision, then the two can make a more significant impact by 

applying their resources and efforts together.  

Have an Abundance Mentality 
 

In their book, Rooting for Rivals, Peter Greer and Chris Horst talk about the 

difference that an abundance mentality can make over a scarcity mentality. When 

organizations have a scarcity mentality, they see other organizations and even local 

churches as competition for resources. This mentality drives transactional behaviors 

and one-sided partnerships.  

Instead, when organizations choose to have an abundance mentality, they 

believe that God has all of the resources needed to accomplish His mission around the 

world, so organizations and churches following Him do not need to compete with one 

another for resources. As organizations release their fear of others and trust in God as 

the resource-provider, then they can come together in openhanded partnerships with 

churches and other organizations and benefit the work of the Kingdom through their 

unity with and generosity toward one another.  

Ministering to the Church 
 

Many local churches have partners that they minister to or with, but they do not 

have partners who minister to them. In a church-organization partnership, organizations 

can fill a unique role in ministering to the church as the church and organization minister 

together. Ministering to the church requires the same kind of intentionality that 

organizations use when ministering to those who fall into the scope of the organization’s 

mission.  

Ministering to the local church requires listening and empathy on the part of the 

organization. As churches express particular needs, organizations can come alongside 

based on the resources and skills that God has given to them. In this way, organizations 

and churches act as the body of Christ, strengthening each other from their respective 

areas of plenty toward supporting their distinct areas of need.  
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Final Thoughts 
Organizations and North American churches have a long history with one 

another that shapes the lens through which each views the other. In recent days, 

organizations and churches have begun to express a desire to fight some of those 

entrenched perceptions and find a better way to partner and serve together. History has 

encouraged many organizations to see North American churches as an essential 

resource of the work but not as a vital part of the accomplishment of the mission of God. 

If organizations and churches want to work together effectively in missions, 

organizations will need to reframe their understanding of the North American Church 

and its role in God’s mission, listening to and learning from the vision and direction God 

has given to local churches. When churches and organizations see one another as a 

vital part of the equation, they have great potential to form mutually supportive and 

encouraging relationships for the sake of the Kingdom.   

 


